International and Exclusive
Matchmaking Dating Agency
Macbeth Matchmaking is the Leading Elite Dating Agency and Exclusive
Introduction Services Company providing discreet dating to our successful
clientele.

“Love is composed of a single soul inhabiting two bodies”
ARISTOTE

Introduction Services
Macbeth is the premier executive matchmaking
service in Europe that uses proven executive search
methodology to achieve unmatched dating and
relationship results for our clients. We focus on
top selective search proving unique and quality
introductions. We provide upscale, selective and
personalized matchmaking with our vast partner
network.
Our proactive approach elevates matchmaking
to the level of an executive search.We combine
the same processes used by successful executive
recruiters to identify, and fill, hard to find positions
with the expertise of professional matchmaking.
We use proven recruiting methodologies like

Exclusive Matchmaking

Elite Dating Agency

behavioral based in person interviews, background
checks, screening techniques and profiles obtain
a complete 360 degree view of our client’s
backgrounds, preferences and goals.
Along with Matchmaking, we have experts available
to help you in many areas of your life. Options
like, Coaching and Counseling, Image Consulting,
Health, Wellness, and Concierge Services.
At Macbeth Matchmaking, we know how the
challenge of meeting someone and then dating
can be. No client request is too difficult.We are very
proud of the reputation Macbeth has achieved.
Every engagement and matchmaking is tailor-made
to fit the specific needs of a client.

Online dating is frustrating…impersonal, time
consuming and often times ineffective, it also
comprises ones privacy, which is of the utmost
concern to many of our clientele. At Macbeth
Matchmaking, we respect the privacy of all our
clients and take every precaution to ensure that all
of your personal information remains confidential.
If you are single, you might not feel comfortable
about the idea of using an introduction agency,
but don’t worry, we are here to make you feel
comfortable throughout our well established
matchmaking process. We will you to meet serious,
motivated people with the same live objectives as
yours.

You just have to be ready to have a successful relationship and we can customize something that
works just for you.

Are you looking to find that special
someone ?
Do you want to meet someone with
whom you can share your life, go on
adventures with, fall in love and make
plans for a future together?
in other words, are you looking for
the kind of partner that could change
your life?

We put our clients through a process before we offer them membership. We cannot accept every
client we meet without a background check will be performed. It’s about putting quality over
quantity. It is very simple:
1. Start the process towards meeting your perfect match by simply filling out our form https://
www.macbeth-matchmaking.com/enquiry-form/
2. Once we receive your information, a member of the Macbeth Matchmaking team will contact
you.
3. An appointment will be set for you to meet with our Matchmaker.
When you will become a client, over a period of 12-24 months, you will meet a series of attractive,
intelligent, dynamic people, all of whom have been pre-assessed as being compatible with you.
Your matchmaker will become your confidant, consultant and friend who will personally search
amongst our network of thousands of vetted singles, honing in on the select few who most closely
match you and making a series of one-on-one introductions.
We are built on the traditional Swiss values of quality and reliability. We are an international dating
agency for exclusive introductions with financially independent singles.

Our focus
Macbeth Matchmaking is a discreet and elite dating agency. We offer introduction services in the major
European countries and leverage our international partners for searches outside Europe.
Our clientele consists of people of varying backgrounds, interests and lifestyles who do not settle for second
best when searching for their ideal partner.
Macbeth offers unique services expertly designed to connect people. Whether our clients want to engage us
in an exclusive search or simply narrow their possibilities to quality matches, we have services designed to
achieve their personal connection goals.
Our goal is not to be the biggest, but to be the best. A key element of Macbeth success is incomparable
commitment to quality.

zz Our aim is to fulfill your dream of finding a soul
mate, one with whom you can share your life.

personalized and never carried out with the use
of software algorithms.

zz Macbeth Elite Dating and Matchmaking services
are highly discreet and confidential, done with a
personal touch.

zz We are all about quality, not quantity. Our matches
are made with expert insight and intuition.

zz We leverage our vast partner network across
zz Our clients are highly successful professionals
Europe to find suitable matches.
who want and expect the best out of life. We
cater to those with good taste, who travel the zz We offer unique personalized coaching services
(Image, Life Management and Wellness).
world and understand the value of a meaningful
relationship.
zz Your personal information will never be shared
with any possible matches without your explicit
zz There is always a qualified Matchmaker working
consent.
on your behalf. Our matchmaking service is

Why Not Trying
Meet new people with peace of mind knowing that your potential
partner is definitely unattached and has been selected by following
your requirements as closely as possible.
Sometime dating can be frustrating and disappointing, but it
should not be the case. You will find Macbeth Matchmaking is very
unique with a quality focus approach.
Macbeth is different to many other agencies which simply set you
up on a series of dates, hoping that by chance you find someone
with whom you connect. We know all of our clients personally
and keep them in mind with each new single that we meet.
We consider everything from personal goals, background and
religion to all the subtle nuances that make you unique. It is our
personalized approach to professional matchmaking that not only
sets us apart from other agencies, but allows us to make thoughtful
introductions.
Confidentiality is our highest priority, and is non-negotiable for
most of our clients. We will never share photos, last names, or
name of workplace without verified confirmation.
We cover Introduction Services in in the following cities:
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Brussels
Paris
Monaco
Madrid
Barcelona
Dublin
Milan
Rome
Vienna
London
Zurich
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Geneva
Amsterdam
Stockholm
Berlin
Munich
Minsk
Luxembourg
Copenhagen
Marbella
Dubai
Moscow

Our Process
Through our personalized elite dating service and matchmaking, we
select the most qualified singles that meet your specific criteria.
We will help you find your ideal match as quickly and painlessly as
possible, so you can avoid spending time and money on disappointing
dates. Our members are well-educated individuals that we can coach,
guide, and inspire to find real love.
Dating may have been challenging for you in the past, and you are
now seeking solutions to a more successful experience. Maybe you
have tried dating services or to meet successful singles online without
success but sofar you have not found your love and ideal partner.
Love is an emotion that connects two unconnected people. Forging of
this bond requires investment of time, faith and goodwill apart from
an equal desire on both sides to explore a possible common road. You
will come to know to each other, like each other, help and care for each
other, enjoy each other’s company. You will learn about how to deal
with each other and slowly move to a point where you may feel the
other person is an absolutely integral, inseparable part of your life.
Dating can be difficult for everyone; however, it is made that much
harder when you have special requirements. We understand these
issues at Macbeth Matchmaking and we have developed a private
approach to helping the most discerning singles increase their chances
for a more promising and exciting personal life.
Our services are unique and designed to suit the personality, income,
lifestyle and preferences of each individual client.

All programs are 100% customized, confidential, and conducted by our own Matchmakers
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START
yy Upon completion of the enquiry form, our Matchmaker will schedule
a free 30-minute consultation to explore your desires.
yy We will then carry out an in-depth assessment of our profiles and
propose up to 3 matches. We hand-match genuine singles with
other great people we represent
yy Afterwards you can decide whether to join our Local Dating or
International Dating Program. You can also elect to be part of our
Watch Services which will monitor your profile against active and
new members. For any subsequent date introduction, a fee will
apply.
yy None of your personal information will ever be shared with any
possible matches without your explicit consent.

INTERVIEW
yy Upon registration, our Matchmaker will conduct an in-depth
personal interview with you on site or at the location of your choice.
yy During this phase, we learn from your personal history about your
likes and dislikes, what has and has not worked for you in past
relationships, so that we can determine what will work best for you
moving forward. We will get to know you on a very personal level,
something we do with all clients on the Local and International
Programs.
yy This process also allows us to evaluate factors like personality, values,
emotional availability, body language, and physical appearance, all
of which would be lost with just an online experience.

bENCHMARKING
yy After the personal interview, we will use our psychologist who will
assess your professional and social indicators.
yy The purpose of using benchmarks is to focus the search but not
constrain it. Our Matchmakers are trained to identify the potential
compatibility of a couple beyond the obvious indicators.
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PRESENTATION
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SELECTION AND DATE
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FEEDBACK

yy Our Matchmaker puts together a comprehensive presentation
of potential matches. The presentation details relevant facts
and recent personal developments. The client can then make
an informed decision whether to pursue a particular match or
continue on with the search.
yy This screening process is customized and includes further
research to uncover important information relevant to the
client. One important point is that none of our clients’ personal
information is ever shared with possible matches without their
explicit consent.

yy We only introduce our clients to a must-meet match who we
believe might be “the one.”
yy Dating and meeting in person are perhaps the most exciting
phase because each client can assess for themselves whether
there is any compatibility in terms of personality and lifestyle, as
well as level of physical attraction and chemistry.

yy After the date, each client independently consults with his or her
Matchmaker to evaluate the introduction.
yy Our Matchmaker encourages each party to discuss how the date
went and asks how they would like to proceed. This phase is
helpful for both the client and the Matchmaker moving forward.

Membership
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yy Elite Dating is tailored to the client and includes
access to our range of unique services across Europe
yy One-on-one

personal

discussion

with

our

Matchmakers
yy Strategy for a targeted and personalized search
yy Group events to facilitate spontaneous encounters
with other singles
yy Individual and group coaching (Life Management,
Image and Wellness)
yy Unlimited invitations to our events
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yy Our Program offers unparalleled service from our team of
international matchmaking experts
yy For singles who are serious about finding a great match
and not constraint with local search
yy We search for a match beyond our database, across a
wide range of sources, greatly increasing the likelihood of
finding an ideal match, searching far and wide through our
international and worldwide network of partners
yy Intensive coaching in Life Management, Image and Wellness
with exclusive partners
yy Unlimited one-on-one discussions with our lead matching
expert at a place of your choosing
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yy Every customer deserves special attention, Macbeth offers
tailored packages based on the different available options.
yy As each service is personal to the individual and varies
depending on duration, complexity and timing, the fee we
charge will be worked out individually.
yy All contracts have a “Break” option to suspend the
membership during a certain time.
yy All contracts are for a period of 12-24 months.

HEADQUARTER INFO
Macbeth International
13, rue de Chantepoulet
1201 Geneva
Switzerland
T. +41 22 900 11 28
E. info@macbeth-international.com
W. www.macbeth-matchmaking.com

local
Belgium
T. +32 800 260 37

France-Monaco
T. +33 1 848 84 278

Spain
T. +34 900 838 249

Ireland
T. +35 315 136 088

Italy
T. +39 02 947 52 832

Austria
T. +43 1 267 6190

UK
T. +44 20 331 88 430

Netherlands
T. +31 20 808 60 93

Sweden
T. +46 852 500 684

Germany
T. +49 892 10 93 914

Belarus
T. +8 820 0011 0248

International
T. +41 22 900 11 28

